
A Personal View  of the  Road  to  Bosworth Field

ARNOLD J. JAMES

DURING  THE  COMPILATION  of  a  comprehensive reference work on the
Parliamentary Representation of Wales for the period 1536 to 1979,l an
opportunity presented itself to study certain  aspects  of the fortnight in August
1485  that  saw King Richard III of England lose his life at  Bosworth  Field, and
Henry Tudor claim the throne of England.

So much has  been  written about that  fortnight  that  at first it was  thought
there was little more  that  could be written. However, there are several points
that, perhaps, can be put forward for consideration. One of these is  Rhys  ap
Thomas' route  through  Wales, another the disposition of the Stanley forces and
finally the site of the battle itself. In the absence of reasonable proof,
speculation is, of course, inevitable, and the following is no exception.

Henry Tudor’s  landing near Dale, probably at Mill Bay, in the  late
afternoon or early evening of Sunday 7 August 1485 is now accepted.2 It is also
more than  probable  that  a  secondary, though  minor, landing took  place on the
eastern side of the entrance to Milford Haven at ‘Nangle’. Henry was in  a  most
difficult situation. In  those  days of intrigue, suspicion, rumour and, above all,
treachery, he had no real way of ascertaining where, if any, his support lay.
Treachery was the keystone of political intrigue. Great magnates such as Sir
William Stanley, Sir John Savage, and Rhys ap Thomas  were to prove traitors
to King Richard, as had the Duke of  Buckingham  two  years  earlier. The Percy
Earl of Northumberland and Lord Stanley were,  with  reasonable certainty,
believed to be treacherous. Certainly self-interest, self-preservation and self-
advancement were the dominant motives of the ruling families.

When Henry Tudor landed in Pembrokeshire  that  Sunday in  August 1485,
Richard III of England was acutely aware that an attempt at invasion by the

.Lancastrian claimant was  both  likely and imminent.3 He had taken certain
precautions that he hoped would strengthen his position in the Principality.
After  Buckingham’s  unsuccessful rebellion in  1483,  Richard had appointed
Lord  Thomas  Stanley as constable of England and his brother Sir William
Stanley as chief justice of  North Wales with  authority in the northern Marches
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and border counties. Sir Richard Huddleston was made constable of Beaumaris
Castle  and captain of Anglesey and  Thomas  Tunstall was made constable of
Conway Castle and later, sheriff of Cardigan.

In  South  Wales, Buckingham’s erstwhile appointment as chief justice was
given to Richard IIl’s son-in—law, the Earl of Huntingdon. He had married, as
his second wife, Richard’s illegitimate daughter Katharine. His brother, Sir
Walter Herbert, steward of Gower, was given responsibility for protecting the
King’s  interests in South Wales. In  West  Wales, Richard Williams, an usher of
Richard’s chamber, was made constable of Pembroke, Tenby, Cilgerran,
Haverfordwest and Manorbier Castles. The office of constable of Pembroke
Castle  was to be  held  personally by Richard Williams.“ In  South  Wales, Sir
James Tyrell, already sheriff of Glamorgan and constable of Cardiff  Castle,  was
made steward of the lordship of Newport and of other confiscated possessions
of Buckingham including Builth Castle. Sir James, however, had  also been
entrusted  with  Guisnes Castle near  Calais,  in the absence of  its’ captain the
ailing Lord Mountjoy and, when Henry Tudor landed in Pembrokeshire, he
was abroad undertaking that  responsibility.

The great land-owning magnate of West Wales -- Rhys ap Thomas  —  had
not been involved in  Buckingham’s  unsuccessful rebellion. The two men, it was
reputed, had ‘a deadlie  quarrel’, although a reconciliation may have taken place
at Trccastle near Brecon prior to Buckingham’s uprising.5 Richard 111, however,
had cause to suspect the loyalty of  both  Rhys ap Thomas and Lord Stanley who
was married to Henry Tudor’s mother. 1n the former  case  the King had asked
Rhys  for custody of his son as  a  guarantee of loyalty. Rhys circumvented that
demand by giving Richard categorical assurances of loyalty. In the  case  of Lord
Stanley who had requested leave to return to his  estates,  Richard had demanded
that  his eldest  son, Lord Strange, be left behind, virtually as  a  hostage.

Thus when Henry landed in Pembroke, Richard Williams, loyal to the
King, was at his post probably at Pembroke Castle; Sir James Tyrell was in
Calais; the Earl of  Huntingdon  was in south-east Wales; while Rhys ap Thomas
and Sir Walter Herbert were, in all probability, in the  Towy Valley. Sir Rhys‘s
residences of Derwydd or Newton near Llandeilo were  most  likely venues.

Henry, while he had-been in  touch  with  many of the magnates was still  very
unsure of their support. Indeed, when his  troops  were leaving Haverfordwest on
8 August, a rumour spread through the ranks  that  Sir Walter Herbert and Rhys
ap Thomas  with a  large force loyal to King Richard were at Carmarthen. It
turned out to be only a  rumour which was finally dispelled when William ap
Griffith brought in a section of the muster who had collected to the west of
Carmarthen.‘

The narratives of the routes taken by the forces of  both  Henry Tudor and
Rhys ap Thomas  to the rendezvous at Cefn Digoll (the Long Mountain) outside
Welshpool are heavily overlain with tradition. An examination of the map will,
however, clarify certain matters. The armies of the period travelled at the speed
of  a  marching man.  Twenty-four miles was a  good  day’s march, although a
forced march by lightly equipped  troops  could  exceed this. The forces of Henry
Tudor  and Rhys ap Thomas  had to take with them  their  supplies and food in
horse-drawn carts and  sometimes  drove  cattle. The  roads  were poor and the
weather of 1483 and  I484  had been  inclement  and harvests  poor.  Little
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authentic information about the August weather in 1485 is available.
Accordingly the  troops  or ‘battles’ tended to move along lowland  routes
wherever possible or used Roman roads. It is not always fully appreciated how
important  a  part the  Roman  roads of Britain played in the economic and
political life of the country over one thousand years after  they were first built. It
is significant that Henry’s rendezvous for his Welsh supporters was Cefn Digoll
(Long Mountain) outside Welshpool. This prominent geographical feature was
well  known  and unmistakable. It gave an excellent vantage point to observe the
approach of friend or foe and  a  Roman  road  traversed the length of the
mountain giving easy access before  leading on to Shrewsbury.

Henry’s coastal route from Haverfordwest to Machynlleth and then
through  the pass of Bwlchyfedwen to Welshpool avoided much of the difficult
upla'nd terrain above 600 feet.7 Indeed only for short distances in the Prescelli
Hills and at Mallwyd did-his forces have to overcome such territory.

Rhys  ap Thomas’s  journey to Welshpool is shrouded in mystery. He had
organised  a  very efficient  system  of rhobilising his retainers by warning beacons
and messengers.8 Nevertheless, an examination of the map will show how
unlikely it is  that  he was either at Dale or Carew  Castle  to welcome Henry, as
his family biographers would have us believe.’ It is  much  more likely that  local
tradition  is  correct  in  placing Derwydd, Rhys  ap Thomas’ residence near
Llandeilo as his starting place, and his castle at Dynevor and  house  at Newton,
Llandeilo, as  the,  main assembly. points of his retainers in the lower  Towy
Valley. His ‘battle’ — variously estimated as between  1000  and  2000  men”—
probably left Llandeilo on the morning of  9  August and moved via Llandqvery
and  Brecon, the latter some 'thirty-three miles from Llandeilo. Llandovery and‘
Brecon are  both  mentioned m the early Life  of Rhys.  ”  However, from Brecon,
Rhys’ route through Wales is very speculative.  ' _

There have been various suggestions as to the routes followed. Noel
Jerman’s suggested route from Brecon is due north over the Eppynt Mountains
to  Builth  and then up the Wye Valley to Llangurig, crosses the divide to
Llanidloes and so down the Upper Severn  Valley to Welshpool.l2 William Rees
projects  Rhys’ route from Brecon as a straight line northwards to Newtown.l3
This  route  would  mean not only traversing the Eppynt Mountains but also the

difficult  hilly area  of' the  North  Radnor Forest.
Both  routes  —  much  quoted since their publication several decades ago  —

are extremely unlikely, even  highly improbable. '4 The r_oads were unpaved and
difficult to traverse. The troops, hauling their reserve arrows and supplies and
driving their carts and cattle would have difficulty 1n making good  time in the
mountainous terrain to meet a rendezvous deadline. Instead, the  most  likely
route  for  Rhys  ap Thomas  to have  taken  would be the Hay road out of Brecon
paralleling the  Usk, then through the comparatively short water-shed area to ‘
the  Middle  Wye Valley at Glasbury and then up that  river valley to Llangurig
and thence to Cefn Digoll.

That  theory is supported by the local tradition that Rhys ap Thomas  spent
one night of his march at the country mansion of Porthaml near Glasbury, some
five miles  east  of Brecon, where he  would have  sought  to recruit support from
the influential  Vaughan  and Games families  whose estates lay in the vicinity.ls A_
calculation of the mileage covered would  show  that  when  Henry wrote  to Rhys
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from Mathafarn on 11  August, Rhys was in the vicinity of Caersws, 'and
probably spent  the night of 12  August  at either  Parke  near Caersws or at
Newtown House  as local tradition implies.I6

The  Battle  of Bosworth Field has been the subject of endless  debate,
dispute and speculation. Little is actually known with any degree of certainty, of
the size of the forces involved, their  routes  to the battle  site, where  they camped
the  night  previous to the battle or indeed, where the  battle  actually took  place.
A truly unsatisfactory state  of affairs.

Henry had chosen his route through West and Mid Wales for very good
reasons. He travelled through country sympathetic to 'the  Tudor  cause, he
avoided the major supporters of  King Richard in Wales and drew ever closer to
the seat of Stanley power where he counted on considerable support.

Lord  Stanley with his  seat  at  Lathom  in Lancashire and Sir William
Stanley based at Holt near Chester, must  have gathered their retainers together
and set forth as  soon  as  they heard  that  Henry had landed in Wales. It has  been
suggested  they set forth on Monday 15  August, but it could well have  been  a  day
or two earlier.” They appear to have  kept  their forces separate from the start of
their journeys, Lord Stanley taking a route from  Lathom though  Warrington
and Newcastle-under-Lyme to Lichfield which he reached on 17 August. Sir
William Stanley, setting forth  from  Holt, moved to Nantwich and then to Stone
from where he rode to Stafford to meet Henry on the  evening of 17  August.

From Stafford the three forces appear to have continued their separate
ways along the general line of march. Henry had  been  unable to  extract a  firm
promise from the Stanleys that they would join forces with him.'8 Sir William
Stanley’s  force was probably to the north of Henry’s troops as Henry moved
through  Rugeley, Lichfield, Tamworth to Atherstone, which he reached on 20
August. Sir Clements Markham states  that  Henry ‘lodged at the Three Tuns'l9
but Daniel Williams indicates  that  Henry met the Stanley family at Mercvale
Abbey about  a  mile to the  west  of the settlement of Atherstone, where plans for
the coming conflict were discussed. Compensation was paid to the villages of
Mancetter, Witherley, Atterton, and Penny Drayton for corn  taken  by Henry’s
troops  dzgring their foraging, and indicates an area occupied by the troops on 20
August.

Lord Stanley’s forces had moved ahead of Henry. He had left Lichfield  a
few  days  before Henry had entered that  town, and had moved down Watling
Street to the vicinity of Atherstone. It is highly unlikely that he moved as far
east  as the village of Stapleton as Michael Bennett suggests.” His  troops  were
probably halted  a  few miles to the south-east of Atherstone on Watling Street.

No two authors seem to be in agreement  over  any of the details of the  battle
of  1485.  Henry Tudor is  usually credited with  5000  troops, King Richard III
with twice  that  number. Lord  Thomas  Stanley and his brother, Sir William
Stanley with  2000  and  3000  respectively. Ambien Hill is, at  least, the generally
accepted site where Richard arranged his forces on the morning of Monday 22
August. Some authors place Sir William‘s troops to the north of Ambien Hill
near the hamlet of Nether  Coton  and Lord  Stanley behind him.22 All the present
evidence, however, leads to the conclusion  that  the Stanley forces‘ were not
combined at any stage  of the campaign. Sir William Stanley and Sir John
Savage had been declared traitors at Nottingham by King-Richard on or  about
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15  August  following the interrogation of Lord Strange. Lord Thomas Stanley
would not have wanted to be overtly associated with his brother at this time.

Polydore  Vergil’s  two statements that Henry had, one, to avoid a marsh
athwart his line of advance and kept it on his right  flank  and,  two, that  his men
marched with the sun on their backs, seems to  have  caused historians
throughout the  ages great  concern.23 Perhaps it should not have.

On Sunday 21 August 1485, a fortnight after Henry had landed at Mill
Bay, the  major  forces  moved  towards the battlefield that was to have such a
profound  effect  on English history. Henry Tudor’s  troops moved out of
Atherstone down Watling Street and then  down  the Fenn Lanes to the White
Moors.  Watling Street and the Fosse Way were two of the great highways of
Roman Britain.  They cross each other at High Cross some eleven  miles  south-
west of Leicester. A Roman road left Leicester on the Fosse Way and cut across
country to join Watling Street a  mile south-east of Atherstone. This Roman
road was the Fenn Lanes down which Henry Tudor’s troops marched on the
Sunday of 21 August  1485.  The very name  —  Fenn Lanes -— is indicative  that
the  road  traversed marshy, boggy or waterlogged terrain. At the same time,
Richard  III’s  troops could  have  been  approaching them on the  same  road  from
Leicester through Peckleton and Kirkby Mallory, (see map 2). The Stanley's
were also  taking up their positions  that  Sunday. Sir William Stanley, with his
force estimated at  3000  men, moved on the north  flank  through Sheepy Magna
to the vicinity of ‘Hanging Hill’ near Nether  Coton, a  mile or so  north  of
Ambien Hill, while Lord Stanley and his  2000  men  moved  to  a  site not far from
the village of Dadlington. Markham indicates Lord Stanley camped at
Gamble’s  Close  in the valley of the River  Tweed  and close by King Richard’s
camp at  ‘The  Bradshaws’ close to the village of Stapleton, but  this  is unlikely.24

Henry camped for the  night  on White Moors which lay to the  west  or south
of the Sence  Brook  where it skirted Ambien Hill. The area is quite extensive and
there is no known camp site. In view of subsequent  events  it is possible  that  the
site was closer to the village of Dadlington than hitherto  thought.  Redemore
Plain could well  have  been  located  on the other side of, or north of the Sence
Brook.  Some authors  have  interpreted the Red of Redemore as indicating the
colour of the  soil  but it could also be interpreted as the reed  moor  — indicating
the type of  vegetation  and condition of the ground.

The landscape, that is the land-use of the area, has changed greatly during
the past 500 years.  Then  it was all open  country with some  extensive  marshland.
Now the marshes  have  been drained and the ground divided into fields with
fences and hedgerows, trees  and woods. The building of the Ashby-de-la-
Zouche  Canal which broadly parallels the ninety metre  contour, and the
construction of the Nuneaton/Ashby-de-la—Zouche railway line, now
abandoned, with its cuttings and embankments, have introduced major
topographical features into the landscape. One wonders how many historical
relics were lost or ignored during the building of the canal and the railway?

But while the landscape has undergone change, the  basic  shape of the land
— the geomorphology —  has changed very little indeed.  Markham’s  hachured
map of  1906  is very similar to the present day Ordnance Survey Landranger
series and similar to the terrain as it was 500 years ago. If the Landranger map
of the area is  taken  and the course of the Sence Brook, River Tweed and their
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tributary streams  traced, in conjunction and together with the 90  metre  and 100
metre contour lines, we  have  a  situation  very similar to  that  over which the
‘battles’ moved  and  fought  five centuries ago.

First and foremost the location of the marsh that plays such an important
part in the  battle.  Most  authors, even in recent publications, have placed the
marsh to the west of the westerly protruding Ambien Spur and  between that
feature and the village of Shenton immediately to the west.  Some  authors
extend it  a  little to the south-west.25 Such  a  location makes it quite impossible to
meet Polydore Vergil’s  statements  and creates problems when trying to
understand the development of the  moves  of the battle. Even Markham, in his
excellent map, has Richard  III’s charge  take place through the marsh.

It is much more likely, geographically, that  the marsh was located in the
region of the confluence of the  upper  Sence  Brook, the Tweed River and their
tributary streams. That area lies directly south-east  of the Ambien Ridge and in
the shallow valley between  that  ridge and the village of  Dadlingtqn.

If' 1t were so located — see map 2  — all the usually accepted facts  about  the
battle fall into place.
(a) from his  post  on Ambicn Hill, Richard could see Lord Stanley’ 5  banner, 2‘
(b) Henry’s  request for Lord Stanley to join him, 27
(c) the marsh on the right hand of Henry’s  advance,
(d) the sun on his soldiers’ backs, 2‘
(e) the engagement of Henry’s van under Oxford by Richard’s van under
Norfolk,
(0 the move northwards of Tudor seeking aid from, or  haste  from, William
Stanley advancing from Nether Coton,
(g) the charge by Richard and his knights across Redemore. '

So do the subsequent events fall into place. Richard’s death‘ at Sandeford'
could well be where the old track from Dadlington to  Shenton  crossed the
Sence  Brook. The retreat of Norfolk’s  ‘battle’ southwards under pressure from
William  Stanley’s  forces, from the north, and the main  bulk  of Tudor’s army
could well account for the grave mounds, reported at Dadlington by Hutton  in
his  Battle  of Bosworth Field  of  1788.

In the first years of his reign Henry VIII  —  Henry Tudor’s son  —  licensed
the churchwardens of Dadlington t'o  gather  moneys towards the building of  a
chapel of St. James on the site of ‘Bosworth field otherwise called  Dadlyngton
field’. It was usual to commemorate a battle 1n this way and indicates that the
main action  took  place  m  the vicinity of Dadlington to the south of Ambien Hill
and not at Shenton to the  west  of the Hill. The placing of the crown on  Henry’s
head by his step-father Lord  Stanley at Crown Hill near  Stoke  Golding and
close by Dadlington, would seem to confirm the battle location.29

Finally, the above  suggestions  for the location of the  conflict  would also
explain why Richard’s vanguard under Norfolk was the only ‘battle’ of the
King’s forces engaged in  heavy fighting. Their opponents  —  Tudor’s  van —
were commanded by the Earl of Oxford, flanked  by Gilbert Talbot on the right
and Sir John  Savage  on the left. It would appear  that  the brunt of the fighting
took  place, therefore, between  the French mercenaries under Philbert de
Chandee, with Oxford in overall  command, plus the contingents of Talbot and
Savage, against Norfolk. There is no  mention  of Rhys ap Thomas or Sir Walter
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Herbert being involved  in the  fighting, apart from  the  very doubtful claim by his
descendants  in the  Life  that  Rhys personally killed Richard III.

Much  is  speculation.  In the  absence  of  authentic records  it  must always  be
so.  However, the  recent work  by P. J.  Foss3° who has  reached broadly similar
conclusions  to the  above using different arguments, would seem  to  indicate  that
further investigation  of the  area  in the  vicinity of  Dadlington  may prove
fruitful.3l
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plecc.
Haslam.  Richard,  Pawys  Penguin  Books  with  Univ.  Wales  Press, (The  Building of Wales Series), Cardiff
I979. p.372. where he states ‘Henry VI! stayed  here  on his way to Boswonh‘. It was not Henry but his  ally
Rhys ap Thomas that local history tradition  refers to.
See map I for  mileages  involved. 1

Bennett.  The  Battle  of Baswanh  (see  n. 3). p.92. There is some confusion over the dates of the  march  to the
battlefield.  Bennett  says Sir  William Stanley stage-managed  Henry‘s  entrance into  Lichfield on 20  August
but it must  have  been earlier  since Henry was at  Atherstone  on that date.
Williams.  Harri  Tudor  (see  n. l4). pp.50-5l.
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Markham.  Richard  III  (see  n. 3),  p.158 possibly based on William  Hutton,  The  Ballle  of Boxwonh Field.  ed.

J. Nichols. London  ISIJ.

Daniel  Williams, A place for  lwoo  Ballayles to  Encounlre, The  Ricardian  vol. 7, no. 90 (Sept. I985), pp.90-

9l. Bennett, The  Battle  of Bosworlh  (see  n. 3), p.96.

Bennett.  The  Baule  of Bosworth.  p.93,  suggests that  Lord  Stanley threw up earth works at Staplelon.

Markham  takes the  view that  the earth works were  built  by King Richard whose forces  then  camped at ‘The

Bradshaws‘ near that village  on the  night  of 2l  August.  He  further suggests that  Lord Stanley‘s ‘banle‘

camped al Gamble's Close and  that  the two forces faced  each other  across [he River Tweed.  (Richard  III.

p.l52). Both views are unlikely.

Among the authors who  group the  Stanley forces to the north of  Ambien  Hill  are:  A. L. Rowse  Baswarlh

Field.  London I966. David Rees  I985.  Byron  Rogers  I985. and Daniel Williams  I985.

Those authors who place Sir  William Stanley to the north and Lord  Stanley to the south of  Ambien  Hill

include:  C. R.  Markham  l906. S. B. Chrimes I972, Charles Ross  Richard  III London  l98l,  Giles St.  Aubyn

The  Year oflhe Three  Kings I483.  London I983. and  Glanmor  Williams I985  while Michael Bennett  I985

and  Peter  J. Foss. The  Battle  of Boswonh: Towards  a  Reassessment, Midland  History,  vol. 13  (I988).  group

the  Stanley forces to the  south  of  Ambien  Hill.

Vergil  Polydore  Three  Books  of English  History,  ed. Sir H.  Ellis,  Camden  Society, vol. 29 US“).

Markham.  Richard  III.  p.152.

W. Hutton and J.  Ramsey,  Genesis  of Lancaster.  London  l892. place  the marsh to the  north  of  Ambien  Hill.

P. J. Foss. J. Gairdner. A. Makinson. The Road to Bosworth  Field, History Today vol. I] (I963). C. R.

Markham,  David  Rees,  Byron Rogers, A. L. Rowse.  Baswanh Field  and Ike  Wars  of the  Roses,  London

I966.  C_. Ross. Giles St. Aubyn. and D. T.  Williams locate  the  marsh  to the  west  or south-west of the  hill

whilst  Michael  Bennett  locates  it to the south.

It was more probably to the  south-east  of  Ambien Ridge.

Williams.  Daniel,  'A place mete for Twoo Baltayles‘ (see n.  20), p.9l, makes reference to the  Stanley ballad

and to the fact that  King Richard could see Lord Stanley‘s banner.  Bennett  Battle  of Boswarlh.  p.99 says

'and lo lhe south he could see the  army of Lord Stanley‘.

Chrimes.  Henry VII.  p.47:  'Henry sent  a message before  the battle to Lord  Stanley to come and  join  him, it

can be assumed that he was  readily accessible and in  a  position  where  such  a  move  would  have  been  possible

and probably he was  stationed  below the hill and to Henry‘s  right  flank‘.  More  probably Stanley was on

Dadlinglon  Hill to Henry‘s  right  flank.

Sun rise on  Monday 22  August  I485 was a! S.l5 a.m. (Markham. p.l54) so that the sun had risen for five

hours when Henry commenced his march to battle.

Reference  should  be  made  to  Ordnance  Survey Map, Landranger  Series no.  140, Leicester and Coventry

Area  l:50000,  and to the Geological Survey of Gt.  Britain, Sheet  l55, Coalville  S. and D. Edition. l:50000.

by B. C.  Worssam,  R. A. Old. E. G.  Poole,  J. Brewster el al.

Peter J.  Foss,  The  Ballle  of Bosworth: Towards  a  Reassessment. Midland  History.  vol. I} (I988).

The author was  fortunate  in discussing the  route  of Rhys ap Thomas  with  Mr.  Noel Jerman, CBE (see n. 12)

and the late Professor  William  Rees (see n. l3) and is  grateful  for  their  observations and advice. He is also

indebted  to Mr. John Brewster. MSc  (see  n. 29) for detailed  geological knowledge  of the area over  which  the

campaign  was  fought.
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